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The Doctors CompanyThe Doctors Company

19951995--1997 claims1997 claims
Pathology claims 8.6%Pathology claims 8.6%
Dermatology claims 14.2%Dermatology claims 14.2%



Pathology ClaimsPathology Claims

218 biopsies and 218 biopsies and cytologiescytologies
11% misdiagnosis of melanoma11% misdiagnosis of melanoma
70% FN diagnosis70% FN diagnosis

Additional 144 claims reviewed from 1998Additional 144 claims reviewed from 1998--20012001
16% claims misdiagnosis of melanoma16% claims misdiagnosis of melanoma









Nodular melanoma misdiagnosed as Nodular melanoma misdiagnosed as 
melanocyticmelanocytic nevusnevus



Focus PointsFocus Points

ExpansileExpansile nodules nodules 

Different cytologyDifferent cytology

Mitotic figuresMitotic figures













Nodular melanoma with low power Nodular melanoma with low power 
architecture of architecture of melanocyticmelanocytic nevus, nevus, 

but the but the cytologiccytologic features of features of 
melanoma (nevoid melanoma)melanoma (nevoid melanoma)



Focus PointsFocus Points

Confluent growthConfluent growth

CytologicCytologic atypiaatypia

Mitotic figuresMitotic figures

KiKi--67, p5367, p53

















Partial biopsies Partial biopsies 
(shave or punch biopsies)(shave or punch biopsies)



Focus PointsFocus Points

Caution in assessing Caution in assessing 
small biopsiessmall biopsies

Look for Look for junctionaljunctional
componentcomponent

CytologicCytologic atypiaatypia













Superficial spreading melanoma Superficial spreading melanoma 
misinterpreted as chronically misinterpreted as chronically 

inflamed nevusinflamed nevus



Focus PointsFocus Points

Halo infiltrate in benign Halo infiltrate in benign 
and malignantand malignant

Epidermal component Epidermal component 
esp. away from dermal esp. away from dermal 
componentcomponent

Irregular pigment or Irregular pigment or 
inflammatory cell inflammatory cell 
distributiondistribution













Melanoma misdiagnosed as Spitz Melanoma misdiagnosed as Spitz 
nevusnevus



Focus PointsFocus Points

KaminoKamino bodies usually bodies usually 
absentabsent
Lack of peripheral Lack of peripheral 
circumscriptioncircumscription
Mitotic figures deep Mitotic figures deep 
dermisdermis
Lack of maturationLack of maturation











Melanoma misdiagnosed as Spitz Melanoma misdiagnosed as Spitz 
nevusnevus











UnderecognizedUnderecognized desmoplasticdesmoplastic
melanomamelanoma



Focus PointsFocus Points

Think thrice about a scar Think thrice about a scar 
on sunon sun--damaged skindamaged skin

Look at DE junctionLook at DE junction

Irregular distribution of  Irregular distribution of  
inflammatory cellsinflammatory cells

SS--100 not 100 not 
MART1/HMBMART1/HMB--4545









Melanoma presenting as a lymph Melanoma presenting as a lymph 
node metastasis, misdiagnosed as node metastasis, misdiagnosed as 

lymphomalymphoma



Focus PointsFocus Points

PigmentPigment

SuspicionSuspicion

IPOXIPOX









Melanoma misdiagnosed as Melanoma misdiagnosed as 
dysplasticdysplastic nevusnevus



Focus PointsFocus Points

Broad asymmetryBroad asymmetry

DiscohesiveDiscohesive cleftingclefting

CytologicCytologic atypiaatypia

Mitotic figures in dermal Mitotic figures in dermal 
componentcomponent

ExpansileExpansile dermal nestdermal nest











Spindle cell melanoma misdiagnosed Spindle cell melanoma misdiagnosed 
as spindle cell as spindle cell squamoussquamous cell cell 

carcinomacarcinoma



Focus PointsFocus Points

PigmentPigment

SquamousSquamous or glandular or glandular 
differentiationdifferentiation

IPOXIPOX









MetastaticMetastatic melanoma without known melanoma without known 
primary with history of a skin lesion primary with history of a skin lesion 

removedremoved



Focus PointsFocus Points

May lack May lack junctionaljunctional
componentcomponent

Beware Beware epidermotropicepidermotropic
metsmets

Reverse wedge shapeReverse wedge shape

HistoryHistory



Ten Recurrent ProblemsTen Recurrent Problems



Nodular Melanoma Misdiagnosed as Nodular Melanoma Misdiagnosed as 
MelanocyticMelanocytic NevusNevus



Nevoid melanomaNevoid melanoma



Partial biopsiesPartial biopsies



Melanoma misinterpreted as Melanoma misinterpreted as 
chronically inflamed nevuschronically inflamed nevus



Melanoma misdiagnosed as Spitz Melanoma misdiagnosed as Spitz 
nevusnevus



UnderecognizedUnderecognized desmoplasticdesmoplastic
melanomamelanoma



MetastaticMetastatic melanoma misdiagnosed melanoma misdiagnosed 
as lymphomaas lymphoma



Melanoma misdiagnosed as Melanoma misdiagnosed as 
dysplasticdysplastic nevusnevus



Melanoma misdiagnosed as spindle Melanoma misdiagnosed as spindle 
cell cell squamoussquamous cell carcinomacell carcinoma



MetastaticMetastatic melanoma without known melanoma without known 
primaryprimary
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